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Abstract. Image aesthetic quality assessment is very useful in many
multimedia applications. However, most existing researchers restrict
quality assessment to a binary classification problem, which is to classify
the aesthetic quality of images into “high” or “low” category. The strat-
egy they applied is to learn the mapping from the aesthetic features to the
absolute binary labels of images. The binary label description is restric-
tive and fails to capture the general relative relationship between images.
We propose a pairwise-based ranking framework that takes image pairs
as input to address this challenge. The main idea is to generate and select
image pairs to utilize the relative ordering information between images
rather than the absolute binary label information. We test our approach
on two large scale and public datasets. The experimental results show our
clear advantages over traditional binary classification-based approach.
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1 Introduction

Image aesthetic quality assessment is a hot research topic, and has drawn much
attention recent years. It is a useful technique in many real-word applications.
For example, image search engine can incorporate aesthetic quality to refine its
search results. Photo management system should consider aesthetic quality as
an important factor when ranking photos for users. Hence, users can more easily
select the photos with better aesthetic quality.

Most researchers focus their attention on aesthetic quality classification prob-
lem, which is to predict whether an image is of “high” or “low” aesthetic quality
[1,2,4,5,8,11–14,17,18]. They have spent a lot of efforts on extracting effective
aesthetic features, from low-level features [2,18], high-level features [4,8,12,13]
to generic features [5,11,14,17]. Despite different ideas and approaches to extract
aesthetic features, they share the same thought on training the binary classifi-
cation model, which is to learn the mapping from aesthetic features to binary
aesthetic labels of images. They utilize the absolute binary label information of
images, but ignore the relative ordering information between different images.

However, the binary aesthetic labels they predicted are restrictive and unnat-
ural. As shown in Fig. 1, it is hard to decide whether Fig. 1(b) is of “high” or
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(a) “low”(2.51) (b) “?”(5.0) (c) “high”(8.0)

Fig. 1. The aesthetic scores (collected from popular photo sharing website
DPChallenge.com [6] and scored by many different users) and labels of images. It
is unnatural and restrictive to describe image quality with binary label, since it is hard
to decide whether the quality of (b) is “high” or “low”. However, we can express quality
of (b) in a more informative and natural way: (b) is more aesthetically pleasing than
(a) while less beautiful than (c).

“low” quality. However, we can describe the quality of Fig. 1(b) in a more gen-
eral and natural way: Fig. 1(b) is more beautiful than Fig. 1(a) but less beautiful
than Fig. 1(c). In this work, we propose to model the relative aesthetic quality,
which is to focus on relative aesthetic quality ranking. It is of great practical sig-
nificance, since relative comparison is a more natural way for people to describe
and compare objects in real life.

To address the relative aesthetic quality ranking problem, existing meth-
ods can also estimate a probability of the learned binary classifiers prediction,
which indicating the absolute aesthetic quality of an image. However, they suffer
from same limitation during training. The aesthetic quality of training images
is restricted to be binary, “high” or “low”, which is not precise or natural. For
example, it is not so reasonable to assign Fig. 1(b) with an aesthetic label of
“high” or “low”. Thus, this binary label description of aesthetic quality may
introduce “noisy” information, while the relative supervision is more precise.
For example, it is easier to define and agree on, “Is this image more beautiful
than the other?” than “What the absolute aesthetic quality does this image
has?”. Thus, we expect the relative supervision to be more natural and precise.

How do we learn relative aesthetic quality? We propose a ranking frame-
work based on a pairwise approach to address this problem. Traditional binary
classification models learn the classifiers by utilizing the absolute binary label
information. In contrast, our goal is to learn the relative ordering relationship
of images with different aesthetic quality. The main idea of our approach is to
capture the relative relationship of training images by generating and selecting
training image pairs. We generate training image pairs which consist of images
with different aesthetic quality. Furthermore, considering that not all pairs gen-
erated are useful, we select certain pairs based on proposed rules. The selecting
process acts as a filter and filters out “noisy” pairs. The selected pairs contain
more useful and precise relative information, which are important for improving
the performance of our ranking framework. The way we generating pairs and
selecting pairs is not only easy to understand but also very effective, which is
verified in our experiments. We then adopt a ranking model that takes image

http://DPChallenge.com
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pairs as input to learn a ranking function. It will estimate ranking scores for test-
ing images. The ranking scores are used for ordering images only, which have no
meaning in absolute sense.

In summary, in this paper we focus on relative aesthetic quality while most
existing works are committed to traditional binary classification problem. To
address relative aesthetic quality problem, we propose a pairwise-based rank-
ing framework. We generate and select image pairs that contain relative order
information between training images, which is essential for improving the per-
formance of proposed ranking framework. The experiments on two large scale
and public datasets show that our pairwise approach significantly outperforms
the binary classification-based approaches.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We review related works
in Sect. 2 and describe the details of our proposed pairwise-based approach in
Sect. 3. Then we evaluate the performance of our approach in Sect. 4. Finally,
we conclude and discuss the future work in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

In this section, we first review related works on aesthetic quality classification,
and then discuss works that concern about the relative ranking problem.

Aesthetic Quality Classification. Many image aesthetic quality assess-
ment approaches have been proposed in recent years. However, most existing
approaches focus on aesthetic quality classification. They share the same thought
on training binary classification model and they spend a lot of efforts on designing
different aesthetic features. Roughly, these methods can be divided into three cat-
egories: low-level feature-based approaches, high-level feature-based approaches
and generic feature-based approaches.

Low-level feature-based approaches extract a set of low-level features that
are commonly used in computer vision tasks [2,18]. Tong et al. extracted blur-
riness, colorfulness, saliency value and so on [18]. They achieved limited success
because of these features are not specially designed for the aesthetic quality of
images. Datta et al. designed a set of low-level features, which are related to user
intuition and some photography literature, i.e. “rule of thirds”, “simplicity” and
“interestingness” [2]. After carefully designed, they extracted 56-dim features
and obtained a better performance.

High-level feature-based approaches focus on designing high-level features
based on photography and psychology literature [4,8,12,13]. Dhar et al. proposed
a set of attribute-based predictors to conduct aesthetic quality evaluation [4]. Luo
et al. extracted different features for different categories of photos and then gen-
erated category-specific classifiers [12]. Luo and Wang designed features mainly
describing the image composition and relationship between subject region and
background region [13].

Generic feature-based approaches extracted a large set of image features,
which are used to describe image content [14,17]. Marchesotti et al. extracted
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generic image content descriptors to conduct aesthetic quality classification and
gained certain improvement [14]. Lu et al. applied three schemes to incorporate
deep learning with aesthetic quality assessment, and obtained improved perfor-
mance [11]. Dong et al. directly adopted the deep neural network trained on
ImageNet [3] and extracted the 4096-dim output activations of the seventh layer
as aesthetic features, and achieved remarkable success [5].

Relative Ranking. Many researchers focus their attention on relative rank-
ing problems of images recent years. Kumar et al. proposed comparative facial
attributes for face verification [10]. The attributes they explored are similarity-
based. Wang et al. learned fine-grained image similarity with deep ranking
model [19]. They proposed a deep ranking network and an efficient triplet
sampling algorithm to address the fine-grained image similarity. Parikh and
Grauman devised a ranking framework to learn ranking functions for image
attributes, given relative similarity constraints on pairs of examples [16]. Based
on relative attributes, a novel form of zero-shot learning and image describing
experiments were conducted. Significant improvement was obtained by relative
attributes-based approach compared with traditional binary classification-based
approach. Inspired by the work related to relative ranking, we propose a pairwise-
based ranking framework to address relative aesthetic quality ranking problem.

3 Relative Aesthetic Quality Ranking

Existing binary classifier-based approaches utilize absolute binary label informa-
tion of training images. Unlike existing approaches, the intention of our pairwise
approach is that we want to utilize the relative ordering information between
training images. The architecture of proposed pairwise-based ranking frame-
work is shown in Fig. 2. Given a set of training images, we first generate and
select image pairs based on certain rules. Then we feed these selected pairs into
the ranking model to learn a ranking function. During testing stage, the rank-
ing function will estimate real-value ranking scores for images, which are used
for ordering examples. In this section, we present the pairwise-based ranking
model (Sect. 3.1) and explain the details of our training image pairs generation
(Sect. 3.2) and selection (Sect. 3.3).

3.1 Pairwise-Based Ranking Model

We are given a set of training images I = {Ii} , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, represented in R
n

by feature-vectors {xi}, a set of aesthetic quality labels A = {ai}, ai ∈ {0, 1}, and
a set of image class labels C = {ci}, ci ∈ {1, 2, . . . , C}. The aesthetic label “0” is
for “low quality” and “1” is for “high quality”. The image class labels describe
the semantic content of images. Based on certain rules (described in Sects. 3.2
and 3.3), we generate a set of ordered image pairs denoted as O = {(Ii, Ij)},
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Fig. 2. The architecture of proposed pairwise-based ranking framework. We capture
the relative information by training the ranking model with generated and selected
image pairs.

pairs in which satisfied (Ii, Ij) ∈ O ⇒ ai > aj . Our goal is to learn a ranking
function:

r(xi) = wtxi, (1)

by maximizing the number of the following constraints satisfied:

∀(Ii, Ij) ∈ O : wtxi > wtxj . (2)

This leads to an optimization problem:

min (
1
2

‖w‖22 + C
∑

ξ2ij)

s.t. ∀(Ii, Ij) ∈ O : wtxi ≥ wtxj + 1 − ξij , (3)
ξij ≥ 0,

where C is the trade-off constant.
Problem (3) can be reformulated as:

min (
1
2

‖w‖22 + C
∑

ξ2ij)

s.t. ∀(Ii, Ij) ∈ O : wt(xi − xj) ≥ 1 − ξij , (4)
ξij ≥ 0.

We solve this problem using SVMrank [7] with linear kernel. This learning-to-
rank model explicitly enforces a desired ordering on training examples. When
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given a set of testing images, we apply learned ranking function to estimate real-
value ranking scores for images. The ranking scores are used to order the testing
examples only. The absolute values of which have no practical significance.

The aesthetic features we extracted is 4096-dim normalized output of the sev-
enth layer of deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) designed by Krizhevsky
et al. [9]. The DCNN has achieved great success in many computer vision tasks,
e.g. image classification, due to its strong ability to describe the content of
images. It also obtained remarkable success on aesthetic quality classification
task as reported in [5,11]. It consists of eight layers in total, the first five layers
are convolution layers and the last three layers are fully connected layers. The
details can be referred in [9]. We extract the DCNN features as our aesthetic
features, which is well-suited to the task as hand. We feed the raw RGB image
to the DCNN framework, and take normalized 4096-dim output activation of
the seventh layer as our aesthetic features.

3.2 Training Pairs Generation

When facing the challenge of relative aesthetic quality ranking, it is not enough
to train just a binary classifier, despite that the learned classifier can also esti-
mate a score indicating the absolute strength of images aesthetic quality. The
main limitation is that the binary classifier-based approaches ignore the relative
ordering information between images during training process.

To overcome the limitation shared by existing approaches, we focus on gen-
erating effective and informative image pairs to capture the relative ordering
information. Considering that images with different aesthetic quality are poten-
tial to contain relative information, we generate all the possible image pairs in
the training set. We generate all the possible pairs that consist of images with
different aesthetic quality, which means that an image from class of “high” qual-
ity will form pairs with all images from class of “low” quality. Then the generated
image pairs are denoted as:

O = {(Ii, Ij)|ai > aj} (5)

Our strategy of generating pairs is easy to understand and effective, which is
verified in our experiments. We feed the generated pairs to the ranking model
to learn the ranking function.

3.3 Informative Training Pairs Selection

Images in the datasets are from different image classes. For example, the
CUHKPQ dataset consists of seven categories (please refer Sect. 4 for detail).
It has to be noticed that not all images are comparable, i.e. comparison between
an image on animal and an image on architecture does not make much sense. The
method described above generates all the possible pairs, which means that they
contain a large set of image pairs consisting of images from different categories.
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Image pairs consisting of images with similar content are much more rea-
sonable and comparable. It is more natural to compare the aesthetic quality of
images both on landscape. The ranking framework can benefit a lot from the
image pairs that contain useful and comparable relative information. Therefore,
it is important to keep the comparable pairs while wipe out the others. Based
on this consideration, we take a selection step to reserve the comparable pairs,
and the selected pairs are denoted as:

Os = {(Ii, Ij)|ai > aj , ci = cj} (6)

Compared with the method in Sect. 3.2, we put constraint on the image class
labels during the selection step. Images from the same category are more likely
to have similar content, which are more reasonable to be compared. Only image
pairs consisting of images from the same category are reserved, while others are
considered as “noisy” pairs and wiped out. After selection, the number of pairs
are largely reduced, and the selected pairs contain less noisy information. Then
we feed the selected pairs into the ranking model.

4 Experiments

In this section, we test our proposed approaches on two public datasets,
CUHKPQ and a subset of AVA. Two datasets are widely used in aesthetic quality
assessment field, and both contain considerable quantity of photos. We imple-
ment the-state-of-art approach as baselines [5]. We compare the performance
of our approach with the baselines to verify the effectiveness of our proposed
pairwise-based ranking framework.

4.1 Datasets

CUHKPQ. CUHKPQ dataset is released by Luo et al. [12]. It consists of
photos downloaded from professional photography sharing websites and photos
contributed by amateurs. It is divided into seven categories according to photo
content. Each photo in the dataset is evaluated by ten independent viewers. Each
photo is assigned with an aesthetic label “high” or “low” under the condition that
eight out of ten viewers share same opinion on its assessment. It contains a total
of 17690 photos from seven categories. We randomly and evenly divide it into
training set and testing set, each with 8845 photos. We focus on the problem of
relative aesthetic ranking. Images with similar content are more reasonable to be
compared as explained in Sect. 3. Based on this consideration, during testing, we
restrict relative comparison between images within the same category. Therefore,
we compare the predicted relative order with original relative order within the
same category to obtain test performance on seven categories.
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AVA. DPChallenge.com [6] is one of the most active and popular photo sharing
communities on the Internet. Users in this community are from different levels of
photography enthusiasts. There are a variety of photographic challenges in the
community, each defined by a title and short description. Users can upload their
photos according to a specific photographic challenge. Other users can score and
comment on the uploaded images. AVA is collected by Murray et al. [15] from
DPChallenge.com. It consists of more than 250000 images with different tags
indicating the semantic content of images. The number of aesthetic scores each
image received is range from 78 to 549, with an average of 210. Average aesthetic
score of the image is taken as the ground-truth value.

Murray et al. only offer the web links of images and some of them are invalid
because of the update of their website. We successfully downloaded 193077
images. As aforementioned, we restrict the relative aesthetic quality compari-
son within the same category during testing. We extract nine categories with
largest number of images in the 193077 images. We randomly and evenly divide
it into training set and testing set. We adopt the same criteria to assign each
image an aesthetic label “high” or “low” as reported in [15]. Images with mean
score larger than or equal to 5 + δ are defined as “high” quality images while
those with mean score smaller than or equal to 5 − δ are “low” quality images.
Others are discarded. In this paper, we set δ = 1. Under this setting, we have
21116 images for training and 21117 images for testing.

4.2 Experimental Settings

We implement the approach based on binary classification as baseline [5].
The aesthetic feature extraction method of baseline is the same as reported
in [5]. We adopt the DCNN framework trained on ILSVRC-2012 and take the
4096-dim output activation value of seventh layer as aesthetic features. The
widely used machine learning algorithm SVM is trained with the extracted
features and aesthetic labels to generate the binary classifier. During testing,
baseline approach estimates the probability of the binary classifiers prediction
rather than a binary label for each image. We calculate the AP value within
same category as the evaluation indicator. The AP value is often used in infor-
mation retrieval field. We use it here to measure how well the predicted rank-
ing is consistent with the ground truth ranking within the same category. The
model parameters for all methods are determined via five-fold cross-validation on
training set.

In our proposed pairwise approach, we also use extracted 4096-dim DCNN
features as aesthetic features. To implement the method described in Sect. 3.2, we
generate all the possible image pairs. We denote this method as “pairwise gen”.
Then, we feed all these pairs to SVMrank. We implement the method described
in Sect. 3.3, and denote it as “pairwise sel”. We take a selecting step to wipe
out some of the pairs generated in method “pairwise gen”. Then we feed the
selected pairs to SVMrank to learn the ranking function. Linear kernel is adopted
for SVMrank and the model parameters are also determined via five-fold cross-
validation on training set.

http://DPChallenge.com
http://DPChallenge.com
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Table 1. Mean AP value on CUHKPQ dataset with different approaches.

Approach Mean AP

Baseline 0.811

Pairwise gen 0.828

Pairwise sel 0.879

Fig. 3. The AP values on seven categories of CUHKPQ dataset with different
approaches.

4.3 Experimental Results on CUHKPQ

In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of binary classification-based
approach and our pairwise approaches on CUHKPQ dataset. We present the
comparison of mean AP value on seven categories in Table 1 and the details
of each category in Fig. 3. Among three methods, our proposed pairwise app-
roach “pairwise sel” achieves the best performance with mean AP value at 0.879.
Method “pairwise gen” obtains mean AP value at 0.828, while the baseline
method reaches mean AP at 0.811. Although we generated image pairs in an
easy way in method “pairwise gen”, we still obtain a better performance than the
binary classification-based method. As shown in Fig. 3, method “pairwise gen”
performs better than baseline method on all seven categories, which indicates
the robustness of our pairwise approach. Moreover, the method “pairwise sel”
significantly outperforms the method “pairwise gen”, which demonstrates that
our pairwise-based ranking framework can benefit a lot from the training image
pairs selection step.

The experimental results on CUHKPQ dataset show the advantage of our
proposed pairwise approaches on relative aesthetic quality ranking. Although the
binary classification-based method achieves an acceptable result, our proposed
method “pairwise gen” improves the performance by using a pairwise approach.
Whats more, with a selecting step, proposed method “pairwise sel” outperforms
the baseline with a larger margin.
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Table 2. Mean AP value on AVA dataset with different approaches.

Approach Mean AP

Baseline 0.470

Pairwise gen 0.531

Pairwise sel 0.611

Fig. 4. The AP values on nine categories of the subset of AVA dataset with different
approaches.

4.4 Experimental Results on AVA

We present the experimental results of three methods on the subset of AVA
dataset in Table 2 and Fig. 3. The mean AP value over nine categories achieved
by our method “pairwise sel” is 0.611, which is the best result. The method
“pairwise gen” achieves a better result than baseline. Our proposed method
“pairwise sel” improves the performance of method “pairwise gen” and baseline
with a large margin, which indicates the effectiveness of proposed selecting step.
The details on each category are shown in Fig. 4. Method “pairwise gen” consis-
tently outperforms baseline on all nine categories. Method “pairwise sel” obtains
better performances on nine categories over other two methods. The results on
nine categories show the clear advantages of our proposed pairwise approaches.

Compared with baseline, we improves the performance by using a pairwise
approach. The improvement shows the advantage of pairwise-based ranking
framework at capturing the relative ranking information of images. We obtained
an even larger improvement when taking a selecting step on image pairs gener-
ated in method “pairwise gen”. This verifies the contribution of proposed select-
ing step, which is to wipe out “noisy” pairs.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Inspired by that it is more natural to model the relative aesthetic quality than
absolute binary labels, we aim to study the aesthetic quality ranking rather
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than traditional aesthetic quality classification. In particular, we have proposed
a pairwise-based ranking framework, which takes image pairs as input. In order
to better capture the relative ordering information, we have proposed certain
rules to generate and select training image pairs. We took the DCNN features
as aesthetic features and SVMrank as our rank model. The experimental results
revealed that the proposed pairwise approach could capture the relative infor-
mation of images better than traditional binary classification approach. The
proposed selection step helped to wipe out “noisy” pairs and improved the per-
formance. Despite the encouraging results achieved, this is just an attempt to
study the relative aesthetic ranking problem, and there are still many open chal-
lenges. In the future, we will investigate more effective ways and more powerful
models to utilize the relative order information.
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